
“Okay Steve, tighten up the left turn and pull the throttle
back an inch,” said Tim Hutchison as he pushed the
throttles on the Beech Baron camera plane all the way to

the stops and began his pursuit curve on our target. Below us, the
gently rolling northern California countryside was start-
ing to get an overlay of a fog deck and, accord-
ingly, we were beginning to get battered
about by turbulence.

Our “target” ahead was a gleaming silver
Mustang — but just not any Mustang. We were
visiting the October “Mustangs and More” fly-in —
a one-day event that is sadly no more. Held at Nut
Tree Airport (between San Francisco and Sacramento),
the casual gathering brought together a goodly number
of P-51s plus an excellent selection of other interesting air-
craft. However, bureaucratic bungling put an end to a really
fun fly-in where families could get up close to the aircraft and
the many vintage cars on display. Kids could sit in cockpits, talk to
pilots, celebrate patriotism, watch the flying and enjoy a hot dog
— all the very things bureaucrats love to see eliminated. However,
let’s put that discussion aside for a later date.

The aircraft we were chasing after at 8000-ft in the deep blue
October sky was Steven Coutches’ P-51H — one
of two flying examples of the “ultimate”
production Mustang. As with the
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THE P-51H WAS 
THE LAST VARIANT OF THE 
MUSTANG TO SEE MASS PRODUCTION, 
YET TODAY IT IS ONE OF THE RAREST BY MICHAEL O’LEARY

Steven Coutches displaying the
P-51H. Of note is how the

wing “kink” of earlier
models disappeared

with the H.

ing the B-29s all the way to Japan in some of the most grueling
missions of the war. However, when all the range tests were com-
pleted with the H (carrying a variety of underwing tanks and
weapons), it was discovered that the craft’s range was slightly
less than that of the D. The main reason was that the internal fuel
capacity of the H was reduced (255-gal compared to the D’s
269-gal). However, it was felt that the design of the H fuselage
tank overcame these range problem since it did not have the
instability encountered with the D. The cockpit design made long
missions much more comfortable for the pilot.

Flight tests were flown between a P-51H-1-NA and a P-51D-
25-NA at altitudes ranging from 10,000- to 25,000-ft. Aileron
rolls were the same (the early H did not have the improved
cusped ailerons fitted). Above 400-mph, the D roll rate was
quicker. Turning radius was about the same. Below 25,000-ft and
with engines limited at 67-in/3000-rpm, there was no particular
speed advantage. Above that, the H was faster because of the
improved supercharger. Below 8000-ft, the D was 6-mph faster
but the H did not have water injection. With water injection, the
H could be operated at 80-in and was faster at all altitudes.
Acceleration in level flight and in dives proved the H to be con-
siderably faster because of he Merlin’s increased power.

When the final report was signed off (surprisingly, this did not
take place until 6 October 1946 — eleven months after H pro-
duction had ceased!), it stated simply that the H was an accept-

Spitfire, the basic Mustang design was constantly in flux as it was
upgraded. Aeronautical knowledge increased greatly during the
war and North American learned a tremendous amount through
the experimental “lightweights” — the XP-51F, XP-51G, and 

XP-51J. These aircraft also had numerous faults for a
production fighter — the two bomb racks could

not accommodate anything more than 500-
lb bombs while each wing panel could

only fit two Browning M2 .50-cal
machine guns. Their ultimate G

loadings were also a bit lower
than the 7.33Gs required by

the military.
Even though it

was starting to
become obvious

that the Allies
would win

the

war, the American military commanders knew that the enemy
was still capable of high-tech weapon development so the deci-
sion was made to put the “improved” Mustang into production.
On 26 April 1944, a contract was issued for the production of the
NA-126 — the P-51H. It is interesting to note that there was no
XP-51H or YP-51H. The USAAF reasoned that the lightweights
had done the work of the prototypes.

Three P-51Hs were assigned to the Dayton Army Air Field at
Vandalia, Ohio, for intensive flight testing. The G problem quickly
came up — test pilots pulling 9Gs found that the wings were
permanently buckled, pulling 9.5Gs saw the wings separate from
the airframe. Also, further high-G testing revealed some rear fuse-
lage buckling. Thicker skin panels were put on the rear fuselage
but the wings would be a problem throughout the H’s life.

North American test pilot Bob Chilton — one of the true
experts when it came to anything Mustang — was also a real
“straight-shooter” and certainly did not field the company line
when he stated that the P-51H was “probably no better — or no
worse — that any other Mustang I tested.”

It was obvious that the H had some improvements over the
D. For example, the H could reach 30,000-ft some 3-mins 20-
secs faster than the D and this was significant because considera-
tion was being given to using the H as a point defense intercep-
tor. Of course, the P-51D had become world-famous for its range
— taking the Forts and Liberators to Berlin and back and escort-


